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Abstract

Advanced age is accompanied by cognitive decline indicative of central nervous system dysfunction. One possibly critical causal factor
is oxidative stress. Accordingly, we studied the effects of dietary antioxidants and age in a canine model of aging that parallels the key
features of cognitive decline and neuropathology in humans. Old and young animals were placed on either a standard control food, or a
food enriched with a broad spectrum of antioxidants and mitochondrial enzymatic cofactors. After 6 months of treatment, the animals were
tested on four increasingly difficult oddity discrimination learning problems. The old animals learned more slowly than the young, making
significantly more errors. However, this age-associated decline was reduced in the animals fed the enriched food, particularly on the more
difficult tasks. These results indicate that maintenance on foods fortified with complex mixtures of antioxidants can partially counteract
the deleterious effects of aging on cognition.
© 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Improved nutrition, disease control, and applied biotech-
nology have prolonged life-span in humans. But enhanced
longevity comes at the cost of an increased prevalence of
cognitive problems coupled with aging, which range from
age-associated memory impairment to the dementia linked
to neurodegenerative disorders typified by Alzheimer’s dis-
ease[8,31,37]. The convergence of increased life-span and
increased prevalence of cognitive dysfunction reveals a clear
need for identification of mechanisms, models, and testing of
interventions for treatment of age-related cognitive dysfunc-
tion. The ideal strategy for developing interventions should
focus on the underlying pathophysiology in a model system
that can be translated to the intended target species, humans.

At the cellular level, the aging process is accompanied by
progressive accumulation of oxidative damage, decreased
metabolic strategies for mitigating effects of oxidative stress,
and decreased efficiency in mitochondrial function, resulting
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in increased production of cellular oxidants[2,4,17,40]. The
consequences are particularly problematic for the nervous
system, which exhibits extremely high rates of oxidative
metabolism and decreased oxidative defenses, relative to
other tissue[16]. A treatment strategy for age-associated
cognitive dysfunction and neurodegeneration could include
both counteracting the damaging effects of free radicals
produced by oxidative stress and enhancing mitochondrial
function. We hypothesized that intervention with a complex
mixture of antioxidants and mitochondrial enzymatic cofac-
tors should partially reverse, or slow the development of cog-
nitive aging in canines. We chose dogs because these animals
develop cognitive dysfunction, beta-amyloid pathology, and
oxidative damage that parallel key features of normal and
abnormal aging in humans[1,9,18,19,26,33]. We have also
found that aged dogs show variability in level of cognitive
function that closely resembles the aged human population
in the pre-Alzheimer’s disease stages, e.g., successful aging,
age related memory impairment, and severe cognitive im-
pairments[1].

Alternative models include non-human primates, aged ro-
dents and transgenic mice. Non-human primates are, in many
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respects, the ideal animal model. However, naı̈ve aged pri-
mates are expensive, difficult to obtain and often difficult to
cognitively test. In addition, the major species of�-amyloid
that accumulates in aged non-human primate brain is the
shorter, more soluble species[12], which contrasts with
reports in human and canine brain[10]. Rodents have a
short life-span, absence of neurodegenerative changes, such
as amyloid deposition, and limited cognitive abilities[42],
which do not clearly model the kinds of complex cogni-
tive deterioration seen in humans. Transgenic mouse models
that over-express mutant amyloid precursor protein (APP)
deposit B-amyloid, and show cognitive loss but in other re-
spects are limited in their similarities to human brain aging
and AD[25].

Previous research with these various models has im-
plicated oxidative damage as a common factor in the
development of pathology associated with brain aging.
This conclusion is supported by studies indicating antiox-
idants can delay age-related cognitive decline in humans
[36,39,45]and improve performance in aged rodents[6,22].
These findings, however, remain controversial[32,38,40].
To date the possible role of antioxidant strategies has not
been evaluated in a higher animal model than the rodent.
Furthermore, the combination of cellular antioxidants and
mitochondrial cofactors is novel, and previously been tested.

The present experiment is part of an ongoing longitudi-
nal study of the effects of age, cognitive enrichment, and
diet on cognitive decline in beagle dogs. Approximately 1
year prior to the initiation of this study, old and young dogs
were given a series of baseline cognitive tests, which were
used to assign animals to cognitively equivalent groups. One
of the aged groups and one of the young groups were then
started on a diet enriched with a broad spectrum of an-
tioxidants and mitochondrial enzymatic cofactors; the other
groups were placed on a control diet. The animals were on
the dietary intervention for approximately 6 months before
starting this study. We tested the subjects on a series of four
oddity discrimination learning problems. Each such task in-
volved repeated presentation of three objects, two of which
were identical, and providing reward to the subject if it re-
sponded to the odd object. We developed this test protocol
in an attempt to provide a series of learning problems of suf-
ficient difficulty to show age sensitivity. The performance of
monkeys trained on a similar task has been shown to vary as
a function of the extent of similarity of object used[21,43].

2. Methods

2.1. Animals

Twenty-four aged and 17 young beagles were acquired
from two separate, closed colonies, with known pedigree
data. Final enrolled subjects were 23 aged beagles (11 males
and 12 females) and 16 young beagles (six males and 10
females). Eleven of the aged beagles and seven of the young

Table 1
Age range of dogs in antioxidant and control groups

Age-rangea Antioxidant group Control group

Young dogs N = 9 N = 7
<2.00 1 1
2.01–3.99 5 4
4+ 3 2

Average age (years) 3.60 3.37

Old dogs N = 12 N = 11
8–9.99 3 1
10.0–11.99 8 8
12.0+ 1 2

Average age (years) 10.61 10.97

a Age taken as subjects age at the start of training on the oddity study.

beagles were supplied by the Lovelace Respiratory Research
Institute colony whereas the rest were from the Hill’s Pet
Nutrition Colony. At the start of the dietary intervention, the
aged dogs ranged from 8.5 to 12.5 years of age and the young
beagles ranged in age from 1.95 to 4.9 years of age (see
Table 1). The old animals were housed in USDA approved
kennels with two dogs per kennel, hand-walked two times
per week, and allowed access to toys in their kennels on a
rotating basis. The young animals were housed with two to
four dogs per kennel. In all other respects, the old and young
dogs were treated identically.

2.2. Diet

The two foods were formulated to meet the nutrient pro-
file for the American Association of Feed Control Officials
recommendations for adult dogs (AAFCO, 1999). Control
and test diets were identical in composition, other than
inclusion of a broad-based antioxidant and mitochondrial
cofactor supplementation to the test diet. The control and
enriched foods had the following differences in formula-
tion on an as fed basis respectively:d,l-alpha-tocopherol
acetate (120 ppm vs. 1050 ppm),l-carnitine (<20 ppm vs.
260 ppm), d,l-alpha-lipoic acid (<20 ppm vs. 128 ppm),
ascorbic acid as Stay-C (<30 ppm vs. 80 ppm), and 1% in-
clusions of each of the following (1 to 1 exchange for corn):
spinach flakes, tomato pomace, grape pomace, carrot gran-
ules and citrus pulp. The rationale for these inclusions is as
follows: Vitamin E is lipid soluble and acts to protect cell
membranes from oxidative damage; Vitamin C is essential
in maintaining oxidative protection for the soluble phase
of cells as well as preventing Vitamin E from propagating
free radical production; alpha-lipoic acid is a cofactor for
the mitochondrial respiratory chain enzymes, pyruvate and
alpha-ketoglutarate dehydrogenases, as well as an antiox-
idant capable of redox recycling other antioxidants and
raising intracellular glutathione levels;l-carnitine is a pre-
cursor to acetyl-l-carnitine and is involved in mitochondrial
lipid metabolism and maintaining efficient function; fruits
and vegetables are rich in flavonoids and carotenoids and
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other antioxidants. The diet was produced by an extrusion
process and was fed for no more than 6 months before a
new lot was milled.

2.3. Physical exams

All animals were administered a full physical and neuro-
logic examination prior to dietary intervention. Dogs were
also examined by slit-lamp for ocular abnormalities that
might have impaired visual capabilities of an animal.

2.4. Clinical chemistry

All dogs had complete blood counts, and serum chemistry
analysis performed prior to diet intervention. In addition,
assessment of endocrine status was performed by way of
thyroid panel, and low-dose dexamethasone testing for the
presence of Cushing’s disease. Concentrations of Vitamin
E in serum were determined by HPLC prior to the start of
treatment, following 3 months of intervention and following
6 months.

2.5. Cognitive testing apparatus

As described previously[33], the test apparatus was a
0.609 m×1.15 m×1.08 m wooden box that was based on a
canine adaptation of the Wisconsin General Test Apparatus
used in cognitive tests with primates. The box was equipped
with a sliding Plexiglas food tray with two lateral wells and a
medial food well. Vertical stainless-steel bars cover the front
of the box. The height of each bar was adjustable, so that the
size of the opening to each food well could be uniquely set
for each dog. The experimenter was separate visually from
the dog by a screen with a one-way mirror and a hinged
door on the bottom. Testing occurred in darkness, except for
a light with a 60 W bulb that was attached to the front of the
box. The hinged door was opened for the presentation and
removal of the food tray.

2.6. Cognitive testing protocol

All subjects underwent a standard pretraining cognitive
testing protocol that consisted of reward approach and ob-
ject approach learning, which were procedural learning tasks
designed to train animals to displace an object on a tray
to obtain a food reward consisting of approximately 1 g of
Hill’s Prescription Diet® p/d canned food. This food served
as an effective reward for all of the dogs used in the study, in
the absence of imposed food deprivation. After completing
the procedural learning tasks, all subjects were trained on
an object discrimination learning task, which was followed
by an object reversal learning task[33], an object recogni-
tion memory task[5] and delayed-non-matching-to-position
task (DNMP) [7]. The initial group assignment took into
consideration age, sex, and the subjects performance on the
reversal learning task, the object recognition task, and the

DNMP task. All animals were maintained on the control
food during the pretraining period that lasted approximately
6–9 months. Beagles were maintained on dietary interven-
tion for 6 months before behavioral testing was initiated.

After starting the dietary intervention, all of the subjects
included in this study were tested on a protocol involving a
series of landmark discrimination learning problems[34].

Following 6 months on the food intervention, the animals
were tested on a series of oddity discrimination learning
tasks. In each such tasks, the animal is presented with three
objects, two identical and one different. To obtain reward,
the animal is required to respond to the odd object. Every
animal was tested on a series of four oddity tasks, referred to
as oddity 1–4. The objects were selected based on similarity,
with the intent of making each task more difficult than the
previous one. The discriminanda used are shown inFig. 1.

Training on each oddity task started after establishing ob-
ject preferences. In the preference test session, the animals
were given the opportunity of responding to either of the two
different objects on 10 successive trials, with both objects
associated with reward. Preference was based on the number
of times the animal selected each object. If the animal had
a preference for one of the objects, the non-preferred ob-
ject was utilized as the odd-object in the subsequent oddity
task. If no preference was determined, a coin toss decided
the odd object.

The oddity discrimination testing consisted of 12 daily
trials, with an intertrial interval of 30 s. On each trial, the
location of the odd object was determined by random gen-
eration by the computer with the two identical objects being
placed on the remaining two coasters. The computer pro-
gram also assured that the odd object was located at each of
the three positions on exactly four trials each session. The
coasters under the two identical objects were scented with
the same dog food used for the reward to prevent the ani-
mals from using olfactory cues to solve the problem. The
tray was presented approximately 25 cm away from the an-
imal for a 2 s period in order for the animal to focus on the
object and process the information. The tray was then pre-
sented to the animal enabling the subject to respond to one
of the three objects.

The animals were tested 6 days per week, and were al-
lowed up to 40 days on each object pair to achieve a predeter-
mined criterion level of accuracy. A two-stage criterion was
used for passing the task to assure that animals showed con-
sistently above average performance before learning was as-
sumed. To pass the first phase, the animal had to score at least
11 correct; score 10 correct on two consecutive sessions; or
obtain scores of 10, 9, 10 on three consecutive sessions. To
successfully complete the second phase, the subject was re-
quired to subsequently achieve an average of at least 70%
correct over the next three test sessions immediately follow-
ing phase 1 achievement (e.g., 9, 8, 9). Thus, the minimum
number of sessions required to pass the two-phase criterion
was 4 days. After completing the task, the animal moved on
to next problem, until four such tasks were completed.
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Fig. 1. Objects used in oddity discrimination learning tasks. The objects were selected on the basis of similarity in appearance. The objects used in
oddity 1 (large red plastic building blocks and rolls of black hockey tape attached to a blue plastic disk), and oddity 2 (empty diet Pepsi can and bright
green plastic toy cart) differed in shape, color and size. The objects used in oddity 3 (dark green plastic toy and small rectangular blue plastic building
block) were similar in size, but differed in shape and color. The objects used for oddity 4 (half of yellow tennis balls and a yellow plastic lemon) were
similar in size, shape and color.

2.7. Data acquisition

A customized program controlled all timing and random-
ization procedures, and indicated the location of each object
and reward on every trial. The program also assured that
on each trial, the locations of the objects were the same for
every animal. Before the beginning of each trial, the com-
puter emitted a tone that served as a cue for the dog and
instructed the experimenter to present the food tray. Each
trial was started when the experimenter pressed a key and
simultaneously presented the tray to the subject. The dogs’
responses were recorded by a key press, which also indi-
cated the end of the trial and signaled the beginning of the
inter-trial interval.

2.8. Statistics

Data for cognitive tasks were analyzed by repeated mea-
sures ANOVA with respect to source, diet, and age-group
using SAS for windows with an alpha level of 0.05 for
significance. Since diet and age group each had only two
levels, evaluation of main effects and interactions com-
pletely explained model variability. Evaluation of the main
effects of diets allowed us to detect where the control and
antioxidant means were significantly different. Following

the initial analysis, separation of means was performed by
LSD on SAS for windows with significance set at 0.05.
Data for Vitamin E and Vitamin E:triglyceride ratios were
analyzed as a repeated measures analysis with respect
to food, and age-group. Following initial analysis, sepa-
ration of means was performed by Tukey’s Studentized
Range test (HSD) on SAS for windows. Data for clini-
cal bloodwork was analyzed by individualt-test for each
analyte.

3. Results

3.1. Physical examination

Results of physical examination did not reveal any neuro-
logic, musculoskeletal, ocular or physical abnormalities that
would have excluded participation in the study.

3.2. Clinical chemistry

Blood biochemistry profiles revealed that most dogs fell
within the range of values considered normal for healthy
adult dogs. No significant differences were observed be-
tween groups within the young dog category at baseline.
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Table 2
Vitamin E and Vitamin E triglyceride levels in experimental and control groups at baseline and after treatment

Group/time Vitamin E in serum (ug/ml) Vitamin E: triglyceride in serum (ug/mg)

Baseline 3 Month 6 Month Baseline 6 Month

Control: young 23.3± 1.1 a 24.3± 1.8 c 25.1± 2.9 b 68.2± 10.8 a 63.8± 9.5 b
Control: old 30± 2.2 a 29.4± 2.5 b, c 28.9± 1.5 b 28.9± 1.5 b 26.4± 4.5 c
Antiox: young 26.2± 1.8 a 40.8± 3.7 b 45.4± 4.3 a 63.2± 6.6 a 109.3± 9.6 a
Antiox: old 28.2± 2.4 a 49.6± 4.9 a 52.8± 3.8 a 33.5± 9.8 b 66.3± 8.8 b

Means of Vitamin E in serum for old (n = 23) and young (n = 16) dogs in different dietary groups prior to and at 3 and 6 months of feeding test
foods. Vitamin E:triglyceride ratio in serum prior to and at 6 months of feeding test foods. Means with different letters are significantly different from
each other within that time period.

There were, however, significant differences between the
old and young dogs on baseline measures attributable to
age. Total protein, globulin, cholesterol, triglycerides and
red blood cells/ul were increased significantly compared to
young animals. Conversely, albumin, creatinine, calcium,
sodium, and T3 were decreased in older animals compared to
young.

Within the old dog groups, activity of alkaline phos-
phataseF(1, 23) = 4.76, P = 0.04 and creatine kinase
F(1, 23) = 4.49, P = 0.046 were significantly higher in
the control group compared to the antioxidant group, with
both old groups having animals above the normal range.
Considering the ages of the older dogs in the study it was
anticipated that some measures would not fall within normal
ranges established for young healthy dogs. None of the ob-
served changes indicated significant health differences be-
tween the groups of old animals. The significant difference

Fig. 2. Baseline cognitive data for aged and young beagles. The aged animals assigned to the antioxidant fortified test food did not differ from the aged
animals assigned to the control food on any of the baseline measures, indicating that the groups were cognitively equivalent. On the other hand, we did
find significant difference between the old and young groups on the reversal and DNMP tasks (∗). A significant effect of treatment group was present
for young dogs on the reversal learning task (a vs. b). This difference was not present on the original allocation of young dogs but appeared after one
young dog was dropped for motivation concerns as detailed in the testing protocol.

in alkaline phosphatase activity was still present at 6 months
of time but the creatine kinase difference was no longer
significant.

3.3. Serum Vitamin E

There was a significant effect of foodF(1, 35) = 23.07,
P < 0.0001 and age-groupF(1, 35) = 5.06, P = 0.0308
over the entire period. There were no significant differences
between concentrations of Vitamin E in serum between age
or dietary groupings, at the beginning of the study. However,
the older dogs had a higher serum concentration of Vitamin
E than the young dogs at this and subsequent time points,
which resulted in the overall age-group effect. Subsequent
analysis of old versus young mean differences did not reveal
any significant difference at baseline or 6 months. Following
6 months of dietary intervention, both old and young dogs
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on the antioxidant fortified food had significantly higher
concentrations of Vitamin E in serum, compared to age-
group controls (Table 2).

Since Vitamin E is fat soluble, its concentration in body
tissues may be expressed as Vitamin E per unit of fat, such
as triglycerides in serum. When serum Vitamin E was ex-
pressed in this fashion, young dogs had a much higher con-
centration of Vitamin E per mg of triglyceride in serum at
the start than older dogs. Repeated measures analysis of this
ratio revealed significant effects of foodF(1, 35) = 11.69,
P = 0.0016 and age-groupF(1, 35) = 35.27,P < 0.0001.
Supplementation of Vitamin E in the food resulted in a sig-
nificant increase in concentration of Vitamin E:triglyceride
in both old and young dogs compared to age-group controls.
However, supplementation of older dogs with Vitamin E
only increased this ratio to an absolute value approximately
equal to that observed in young dogs at the start of the study
(Table 2).

3.4. Pretraining cognitive results

The baseline performance of the two groups of aged ani-
mals was equivalent (Fig. 2), which indicates that the groups
were cognitively equivalent before starting the treatment
condition. By contrast, the old group differed from the young
on baseline measures in two of the three tasks, with young
animals performing significantly better than old animals in
both the reversal learningF(1, 37) = 13.74, P = 0.0007
and spatial memory tasksF(1, 37) = 28.9, P < 0.0001.

3.5. Oddity discrimination results

One aged control animal completed only two of the odd-
ity problems because of time constraints. This animal’s data

Fig. 4. Effect of food on learning a series of oddity discrimination problems in groups of old (top) and young (bottom) dogs.∗P = 0.05.

Fig. 3. Effect of age on number of errors made in learning for progressively
more difficult oddity discrimination tasks. The data from the control and
enriched aged groups were combined, and the data from the control and
enriched young groups were combined.∗P = 0.05.
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were, therefore, excluded from the initial repeated measures
ANOVA. To include the data from this dog, subsequent sep-
arate analysis were done for each of the four oddity tasks.
The initial analysis revealed highly significant effects of age
F(1, 30) = 65.149, P < 0.0001, dietF(1, 30) = 10.098,
P = 0.0034, and taskF(3, 90) = 19.79, P < 0.0001.
We also found significant interactions between diet and age
F(1, 30) = 11.09, P = 0.002, task and ageF(3, 90) =
9.257,P < 0.0001, and between task and dietF(3, 90) =
3.256,P = 0.025.

Fig. 3 illustrates that age effect was due to the young
animals committing fewer errors than the old animals. The
age differences also varied as a function of task. For the old
animals, performance on the first task did not differ from
performance on the second. All other task comparisons were
statistically significant,Fig. 3illustrates that these results are
due to the animals making more errors on each successive
task than they had on the previous task (P < 0.025). For
the young animals, by contrast, there were no significant
differences in performance between any two tasks.

The results of the dietary manipulation are shown inFig. 4.
The top panel shows that the significant overall effect of diet
was due exclusively to superior learning shown by the old
animals on the antioxidant diet, when compared to the old
animals on the control diet. The effect of dietary treatment
also varied as a function of task. Diet did not significantly
affect performance on oddity 1, the first task. On the second
task, the interaction between age by diet was marginally sig-
nificantF(1, 35) = 3.904,P = 0.056. On task three the diet
effect was highly significantF(1, 34) = 12.32,P = 0.0013
as was the diet by age interactionF(1, 34) = 9.715,P =
0.004. Task 4 also had a significant diet effect (F(1, 34) =
4.78, P = 0.035) and diet by age interactionF(1, 34) =
5.118,P = 0.030. There was no significant effect of source.

4. Discussion

These results indicate first, that the oddity discrimination
task provides a sensitive measure of age-dependent cognitive
deterioration in dogs, and second, that this age-dependent
effect can be at least partially reduced by maintenance on
a food fortified with a complex mix of antioxidants and
mitochondrial enzymatic cofactors.

The general utility of any animal model in evaluating the
effect of interventions on age-dependent cognition depends
on the extent to which the model reflects age-related cogni-
tive dysfunction. The oddity learning task used in the present
experiment can be solved by the animals’ learning to asso-
ciate one of two stimuli with reward, which involves visual
discrimination learning. Visual discrimination learning is of-
ten insensitive to age in animal models[3,27,35,38]. This
was not the case in the present experiment: we found highly
significant age differences in favor of the young animals.
There are two possible reasons why discrimination learning
is age-sensitive in some instances only. First, the effect of

age may depend on the difficulty of the discrimination[20].
Task difficulty was clearly a factor in the present experi-
ment; the harder the problem, the greater the age-difference.
Aged non-human primates are deficient in acquiring some
types of visual based discrimination learning, but not oth-
ers[44]. Second, age differences in discrimination learning
could reflect differences in strategies used to solve each of
the oddity problems. The subjects could potentially use ei-
ther an associative (stimulus-reward), or a more cognitive
strategy. An associative strategy requires the subject to learn
to associate the correct object with reward through repeated
pairing of the two, and depends on repetition. A more cog-
nitive strategy involves learning the general rule that only
one of the objects is correct—in this case the odd item. Task
complexity was manipulated by varying the similarity of the
test objects. We assumed that increased difficulty would re-
sult from increased similarity, and this proved to be the case
for the old animals. They showed progressively more errors
on each successive task, which is consistent with their using
an associative strategy. The young animals performance, by
contrast, did not differ significantly on any of the tasks, sug-
gesting the use of a cognitive strategy. In fact, some of the
animals learned each successive task progressively faster,
despite the increase in task difficulty.

The use of a series of problems of graded difficulty is a
novel innovation of the present study, which to our knowl-
edge has not previously been used in assessing cognitive
interventions in animal models. The protocol revealed that
both age and diet effects are amplified by increasing the dif-
ficulty of the task. Had we used only a single level of task
difficulty, we may not have seen clear effects because of the
task being either too easy, or too difficult. Thus, we did not
find a significant effect of diet on the first and easiest of the
oddity discrimination problems.

The most important result of this study was clearly the su-
perior performance of the animals on the enriched diet com-
pared to controls. A number of factors probably account for
the strong dietary effects seen in this study, including use
of aged subjects, 6 month maintenance on the diet, use of
a test protocol with progressively more complex problems,
and the particular components of the diet. The importance
of using aged subjects was illustrated by the absence of any
diet effect in the young dogs. Because the young dogs per-
formed at a much higher overall level than the old, creating
a possible ceiling effect. But we also would not expect to
see an effect of diet on cognition in young dogs for theoret-
ical reasons; namely because oxidative stress is not likely to
induce substantial neuronal dysfunction until relatively late
in life. The importance of duration of time on the diet is
more difficult to evaluate, and needs more systematic study.
We have found positive effects of an antioxidant diet after
a shorter maintenance period[34], but the effects were less
robust.

With respect to dietary constituents, to our knowledge,
this is the first study to have combined substances that target
enhancement of mitochondrial function with antioxidants
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that suppress the action of free radicals. Our results build
upon and extend the findings that antioxidants or mitochon-
drial cofactors alone decrease age related cognitive decline
in other species[14,15,23,24,41,46]. Our results may be
attributable to two different synergistic strategies: first, a
complex mixture of antioxidants that supports a network of
antioxidants requiring several components to act together
for effective function; and second, improved mitochondrial
metabolic function that decreased free-radical production
while improving mitochondrial energetics and efficiency.

Alternatively, many of the antioxidants utilized in this stu-
dy also have anti-inflammatory properties[11,28,29]. There
has been an association of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
intake and decreased incidence of dementia in humans,
which suggests that inflammation is a contributor to neu-
rocognitive decline[30]. As such, the antioxidants in-
cluded in this dietary fortification may have acted via an
anti-inflammatory path, or synergistically, with antioxidant
mechanisms to elicit the profound effect observed.

We suggest that the combination of antioxidants with
mitochondrial enzymatic cofactors may work together syn-
ergistically to enhance mitochondrial function leading to a
decrease in both the production and consequences of reactive
oxygen species[13]. Taken together our data supports the hy-
pothesis that oxidative damage and mitochondrial function
is a fundamental mechanism contributing to age-associated
cognitive dysfunction and underscores the need to conduct
similar trials in humans.
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